
NWCS UNIFORM
Sports Uniform 

Purchasable from our preferred provider, navy color only (no

black or other colors). No bike shorts, leggings, tights, or

long sleeve shirts to be visible under polo or shorts.



NWCS UNIFORM
Sports Shoes

Supportive & Enclosed

Lace or Velcro 

No canvas or high-tops

No open-toe or slides 



NWCS UNIFORM
Formal Uniform: Prep - Year 6

Purchasable from our preferred provider.

Girls: Tartan skirt or navy trousers.

Boys: Grey shorts or grey trousers



NWCS UNIFORM
Formal Uniform: Year 7 - Year 12

Purchasable from our preferred provider.

Girls: Tartan skirt or navy trousers.

Boys: Grey shorts or grey trousers



NWCS UNIFORM
Winter Sports Coat: Optional

Purchasable from our office.

Kindy - Year 6: Junior Canterbury sports jacket for everyday use, including

sports.

Year 7 - Year 12: Senior Canterbury sports jacket, for use on sports day only.

The Canterbury jacket can be worn with formal uniform

for Years 7-12, until blazers are available.



NWCS UNIFORM
Formal Shoes: Prep - Year 12

Supportive & Enclosed

Black Leather (Leather Look) 

Velcro, Lace or Buckle

Strap around ankle 

No canvas, sneaker style or work boots.

No open-toe or excessive heels, or ballet flats.

No shoes without heel, or strap worn too low.



NWCS UNIFORM
Socks & Accessories

Sports Uniform: White socks only, crew height

Formal Girls: Navy socks (turn-over/crew height) or navy tights.

Formal Boys: Grey socks (turn-over/crew height).

Wide-brim navy hat compulsory in Terms 1 and 4.



NWCS UNIFORM
Socks & Accessories

Hair Accessories: Navy, burgundy, or white (or plaid style as

per skirt style) scrunchies, headbands, ties, or clips. Can be

suited to natural hair color.

Jewellery: Plain gold or silver studs worn in earlobe only.

To ensure student safety, no hoop earrings, necklaces, and bracelets

(wrist and ankle) are allowed. Watches are permitted as long as they do

not cause distractions.


